
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 The assisted movement of 

South Sudanese returnees 

stranded in Sudan’s Kosti, 

was completed on  

6 June, with nearly 12,000 

people airlifted in just over 

three weeks. 

 Talks between the 

Governments of South 

Sudan and Sudan are to 

resume in Addis Ababa on 

19 June, starting with 

discussions about  

boundary issues. 

 Humanitarian partners are 

preparing for an increase in 

voluntary returns in the Abyei 

area, with up to 30,000 

people expected to return  

in the coming months. 

 

2012 FIGURES 

Conflict incidents 165 

Number of 
people newly 

displaced 

 164,331 

 

Source: OCHA based on reports   
from local authorities and 
assessment teams 

 

C o n s ol i d at e d A p p e al  

FUNDING  

776 million  
requested (US$) 

 358 million 
  received (US$) 

46% funded 
Source: Financial Tracking Service 

 

 

Situation overview 
The overall humanitarian situation in South Sudan was relatively calm and stable during 
the week, although the response capabilities of humanitarian organizations continued to 
be overstretched by the accelerating influx of refugees from Sudan. Meanwhile, partners 
prepared to respond to the possible return of people displaced last year from the Abyei 
area, given improved security conditions in the contested area.   

On the political front, negotiations mediated by the African Union (AU) between the 
Governments of South Sudan and Sudan in Addis Ababa have yet to achieve substantial 
progress, although the two sides indicated their wish to comply with the international 
community’s peace roadmap. “Both parties reaffirmed their commitment to respect the 
cessation of hostilities and the unconditional withdrawal of forces to their side of the 
border. They agreed to cease harbouring and supporting rebels against the other State,” 
the AU said in a statement on 8 June. The talks, which follow border fighting in March and 
April, were put on hold during the week amid disagreements over maps of border areas. 
Meetings in the Ethiopian capital are to resume on 19 June, starting with negotiations on 
boundary disputes, the AU said. Thabo Mbeki, the former South African President leading 
the negotiations, is to brief the UN Security Council.  

The Government of South Sudan prepared to announce budget cuts to offset the loss of 
oil revenues with the continuing suspension of oil exports through Sudan, and to import 
food in order to reduce market prices, as recent inflation has added to food security fears.  

Humanitarian challenges, needs and response 
Assessments confirm displacement in Greater Bahr el Ghazal 

Humanitarian organizations sought during the week to locate and assist people reportedly 
displaced in an outbreak of attacks in border areas in Northern and Western Bahr el 
Ghazal states around the beginning of June. Two organizations were able to reach and 
provide assistance to some 3,500 displaced people north of Raja in Western Bahr el 
Ghazal. Difficulties in obtaining security clearance have hindered the access of UN and 
associated staff.  

An inter-agency assessment was carried out from 6 to 8 June in Rumakeer and Warlang, 
sites in Northern Bahr el Ghazal hosting people displaced by border clashes in March and 
April. Humanitarian organizations also found newly displaced people, with numbers still to 
be verified. Another inter-agency assessment was set for 12-14 June. 

The border with Sudan was relatively calm during the week, although allegations 
persisted about other instances of fighting in South Sudan’s Greater Bahr el Ghazal 
region at the end of May or beginning of June. Kafia Kingi, an area in Western Bahr el 
Ghazal State, was reportedly the scene for several days of aerial bombing and ground 
fighting. The information has yet to be verified.  
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 Left: People displaced return to Abyei, taking shelter in  

a former administrative building (OCHA) 
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Refugees arriving in the border area of  

El Shata. Humanitarian partners will assist 
them with moving to Doro. (UNHCR) 

(IOM) 
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REFUGEE 

Numbers in Upper Nile 

Doro 40,289  

Jamman 34,871 

Yusuf Batil 5,000 

Hofra * 32,000 

Total 112,160 

Source: UNHCR 
*transitory/temporary site, figures 
unverified  

 

REFUGEE 

Numbers in Unity  

Yida 48,042 

Pariang 2,355 

Nyeel 792 

Total 51,189 

Source: UNHCR 

 

 

Abyei town cleared by de-miners, safe for humanitarian work   

Abyei town has been fully cleared of mines, unexploded ordnance and dumped 
ammunition, making it safe for humanitarian work, according to de-mining partners. 
Completion of the clearance work followed the withdrawal of Sudanese army and police 
from the town. The de-mining team has advised that although all of Abyei area is 
accessible, only the main roads should be used. Mine action partners will produce a map 
of Abyei with the road classification identifying areas or roads with residual risks.  

Humanitarian partners are preparing for the expected increase in voluntary returns as 
displaced people gain confidence in the improved security situation in the Abyei area. 
The humanitarian community in Abyei estimates that up to 30,000 people could return in 
the next few months. Partners are finalizing an operational plan and undertaking to 
monitor the intentions of displaced people about returning.  

The Abyei Joint Oversight Committee (AJOC), including representatives from both Sudan 
and South Sudan, met on 7 June in Addis Ababa and provisionally agreed on the terms 
of reference for a joint monitoring and observation committee in the contested area. The 
AJOC also agreed to discuss at its next meeting the formation of the planned Abyei 
Police Service. The AJOC is set to meet again on 5 July in Abyei.   

Partners respond to new refugee arrivals in Upper Nile State 

In Upper Nile State, some 32,000 refugees from Sudan’s Blue Nile State have been 
relocated from Hofra to another temporary site, K-18. They await further relocation to 
established settlements at safer distances from the border. New arrivals at these border 
locations are provided with emergency medical care, water, emergency food rations and 
a one-month soap ration. Basic communal latrines are also being installed. Transport 
priority for the past week was given to the new arrivals at Hofra, delaying planned 
movements from the Jammam settlement. There is an urgent need to complete the 
relocation of 15,000 refugees from Jammam because of insufficient water at the site. 
Several thousand have already been assisted to move to Doro and Yusuf Batil, but a new 
site on the Nile with river and road access is being identified. Lack of heavy equipment for 
road work continues to hamper efforts to ensure road access through the rainy season. 

In Yusuf Batil, two water boreholes have been drilled and tested, with both showing signs 
of high yields. Further tests are due to be carried out to ascertain the yield. The search for 
ground water sources continues in order to maximize the capacity to receive additional 
refugees. The plan is to move all refugees from the transit sites to Batil, 17 kilometres 
south of Bunj, during the remaining access window until rains cut off road movement in 
the coming weeks. A further 10,000-15,000 people are reportedly on their way to the 
border from Sudan’s Blue Nile State. 

Refugee arrivals in Unity State accelerate ahead of rains 

Unity State has been receiving about 800 South 
Sudanese refugees each day since the beginning of 
May. At the current rate of arrivals, the refugee 
population in Unity State will soon exceed 60,000 
individuals. Most of those are located at Yida, a highly 
insecure refugee settlement close to the border with 
Sudan. Water, sanitation and hygiene activities 
continue to be stepped up in Yida to forestall any 
communicable diseases that could affect the 
population during the rainy season.  

Food prepositioning also continues expeditiously in 
order to ensure sufficient supplies are in place before 
road movements are curtailed by the rains. In Pariang 
and Nyeel, refugees have started vegetable gardens 
and other cultivation. More durable shelters have 
been completed in Nyeel, while shelters for students 
and caretakers are being built in Pariang. Rainfall has 
already started impeding access in the state, making 
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air movements increasingly necessary for moving goods and people.   

Efforts to encourage refugees to move to safer locations have yielded limited success, 
with only about 3,000 so far relocating to Pariang and Nyeel. As new arrivals accelerated, 
local communities expressed concern to the authorities about overcrowding. Discussions 
between refugees and host communities were planned for the following week. 

Rain forecast favourable for food security 

Increased rainfall from June to September will be beneficial for agriculture and overall 
food security, but could also cause displacement of people and damage to infrastructure 
in affected areas, according to food security and livelihood partners. The Greater Horn of 
Africa Climate Outlook Forum, held in Djibouti from 29 to 30 May, predicted normal to 
above average rainfall in South Sudan from June to September, suggesting a favourable 
outlook for agricultural recovery after poor production in 2011.  

There is also a possibility of above normal or excessive rains in the remaining period of 
the rainy season, which would help to replenish water supplies and livestock pastures. 
However, this could also increase post-harvest losses, along with damaging infrastructure 
and potentially causing localized displacement, depending on the magnitude of flooding. 
Meteorological conditions need to be monitored closely and preparedness measures put 
in place in case the excessive rain forecast materializes, partners say. Some 78 per cent 
of South Sudanese depend on farming for their livelihood, making rainfall variations a 
critical aspect of the food security situation.  

Returns to South Sudan 
Kosti returns operation reaches successful conclusion 

The humanitarian airlift of returnees formerly stranded in Kosti, Sudan, was completed on 
6 June after 22 days of flights. In the course of the operation, 11,813 people were flown 
from Khartoum to Juba on 79 flights. The Ministry for Humanitarian Affairs and Disaster 
Management, and humanitarian agencies, meanwhile, continued providing assistance to 
the newly arrived returnees at the transit site established on the grounds of the National 
Teacher Training Institute in Kapuri, outside Juba.  

With over 80 per cent of the Kosti returnee group stating Juba as their final destination, 
substantial numbers of returnees left the transit site spontaneously within a few days of 
arriving, helping to prevent overcrowding.  Spontaneous movement out of the transit site 
dropped during the week, with the departure of between 100 and 140 individuals every 
day. In addition, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) organized onward 
transportation by road for almost 1,600 returnees to Western and Eastern Equatoria. As 
of 7 June, 3,085 returnees remained at the site. 

Heglig returnee group reaches final destinations 

Air movements from Malakal in Upper Nile State, to Aweil, Kwajok, Juba and Rumbek 
were completed during the week for a group of returnees previously caught in the 
crossfire during fighting around Heglig at the end of March. These returnees were 
relocated from Heglig to Malakal from where they were airlifted to their indicated areas of 
final destination in May and June. Vulnerable stranded returnees identified at the transit 
site in Malakal were also assisted bringing the total number to 1,434 returnees. Fewer 
than 300 individuals from the group remained in Malakal to await barge movements along 
with their luggage. IOM is organizing barge movements from Malakal to Juba for an 
estimated 700 returnees form Malakal, including those from the Heglig group that 
remained behind.  

Onward transport organized from Renk 

Humanitarian partners have stepped up efforts to help returnees move from overcrowded 
transit sites in Renk, Upper Nile State, to final destinations elsewhere in South Sudan. 
About 20,000 returnees are in Renk, some stranded at transit sites there for over a year. 
While some returnees have shown reluctance to move on from the area, IOM is in the 
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process of arranging onward transportation for the next barge convoy of 2,500 among 
those willing to leave. IOM organized a ten-bus convoy for the transportation of 415 
returnees from Renk to Maban County by road on 5 June 2012.   

 

Returnees*     By type 

State 
Previous 

total 

New arrivals 
30 May- 5 

June 

Updated 

total 

 
 

Government 

assisted 

Spontan-

eous 

Un-

specified 

Unity 88,016 0 88,016   32,462 55,554 0 

N. Bahr el Ghazal 72,606 0 72,606   24,986 46,229 1,391 

Upper Nile 62,012 42 62,054   25,797 21,107 15,150 

Central Equatoria 50,353 2,870 52,223   37,112 16,111 0 

Warrap 34,715 84 34,799   17,579 7,963 9,257 

W. Bahr el Ghazal 25,078  111 25,189   10,712 14,477 0 

Jonglei 21,500 38 21,538   16,090 5,418 30 

Lakes 17,475 0 17,475   15,704 1,501 270 

Eastern Equatoria 13,198 445 13,643   11,822 1,821 0 

Western Equatoria 2,595 82 2,677   1,955 673 49 

Total 387,548 3,672 391,220   194,219 170,854 26,147 

*since 30 October 2010. Contains only verified IOM data unless otherwise noted. Figures as of 5 June 2012. 


